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UNITED NATIONS
NATIONS UNIES

International CriminalTribunal for Rwanda
Tribunal Penal International pour le,Rwanda

Arusha International Conference Centre
P.O,Box 6016, Arusha, Tanzania - B.P. 6016, Arusha, Tanzanie

Tel: 255272564207-112564367-72 or 1 2129632850 Fax: 255 272564000/4373 or 1 2129632848/49

The Registrar
Le Greffier

tta. ~
~. ~
~ JP~- ~

13 February 2004
Ref: ICTR/RO!02/04/43

Subject: Defence Counsel Management and Detention Section's Guidelines
for taxing Defence Costs.

Dear Counsel,

On 5 and 6 February 2004 a meeting was held between representatives of Counsel present in
1\.rushaand the Registry to discuss the grievances of the former. During the said meeting chaired by
Honorable Judges L Williams and P. Dolenc, the Registry undertook to provide Counsel with the
Guidelines used for ta..~in~Defence Costs under the Legal Aid Programme of the Tribunal.

Attached here\\-r-thple2-"Cfind rbe Fn::lish and French versions of the said Guidelines for your
information and attention.

I would be grateful if you could avail yourselves for a follow-up meeting on Wednesday 18
February 2004 at 17:30PM in the conference room located at the third floor Serengeti wing.-.

Regards.
./

~~\~
~....

Adama Dieng
Registrar

.~ ,

Mr. Kennedy Ogetto, Defence Counsel, President of ADAD
Mrs. Nicole Bergevin, Defence Counsel, Vice President of ADAD

.-Mr. RapnaerCoiisfurit, Defence Coui1Sm,Deputy GerieralSecretary of ADAD
Mr. Hamuli Rety, Defenc~eI'J~'Freasurer of ADAD
Mr. Peter Erlinder, Defence Counsel
Mr. Paul Skolnik, Defence Counsel
Mr. Guy Poupart, Defence Counsel

CC: Honorable Judge Erik M~se, President, ICTR
Honorable Judge Lloyd G. Williams
Honorable Judge Pavel Dnlenc
Mr. Lovemore Green Munlo, Deputy Registrar
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1. Introduction

...1_1.The purpose of these guidelines is to explain the main principles for the
determination of Defence costs that is used by the Defence Counsel and
Detention Management Section [DCDMS]staff under the ICTR Legal Aid
Programme in accordance with the law as it stands at present. The
guidelines are used in such a way that each case is treated on its own
merits, and should not be interpreted as fixingmaximum amount that can
be obtained for a piece of work.

1.2. The purpose of the taxation of Defence costs is to determine what is
reasonable remuneration for work actually and reasonably done under
the Legal Aid Programme. Article 11 of the Code of Professional Conduct
for Defence Counsel reads: "Counsel should account in good faith for the
time spent in working in a case and maintain and preserve a detailed
records of time spent. Counsel is under a duty to set his bills and fees
with moderation"

1.3. In every case DCDMS Staff involved in taxing Defence costs take into
consideration, in relation to all Defence Team Members, the following
factors:

. The importance of the case:

. The complex:ty of lhe malter

. ''-e s<:'!' 'a:::v s;:e::a 'zed knowledge and responsibility involved;
The number of documents prepared or perused with due regard to.

"-- . . .' ..
::~':: :ye~9:~ anc re:e\:a~c:e

~
_. .
: -:6 :,:"'06 eXpe'iC1ec. an:

. ...:.,"C::r16rreie..3r:: c:,rc,-,-:-:s:ar-::es including the stage of the trial and
80jOUrn:r:entsof tne p;occcd:ngs, where appropriate.

1.4. The compilation of these guidelines has been based upon the experience
of assessing costs in some of the most sophisticated Legal Aid systems
in the world.

2. DCDMS' role when assessing claims

2.1. When assessing the claims of various members of the defence team, it is
important to understand the role of DCDMS Staff and why th~-
assessment is taking place. DCDMS Staff put themselves in the same
position as a 'reasonable' private paying client, i.e. if they were paying the
fees for this case for their own defence, would they want the work that
has been done to be carried out? They should remember that they are
protecting the purse for the United Nations Member States and
accounting for the way in which those funds are being spent.

. ~ 2
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2.2. Hence, it is necessary for them to constantly question the need for work
to be undertaken.and the need for lengthy periods of time to be spent on
the different tasks. The tasks to be carried out cannot be exhaustively
underlined here but examples of questions to be asked are:

. Is the work something which can properly be remunerated?
Is the task necessary for the preparation of the defence case?
If the task is necessary, should it have been undertaken at this stage?
Who is the most appropriate and cost effective member of the defence
team to carry out such work?
How many hours are reasonable to undertake the work?

c

.

.

.

3. Is the work properly chargeable to a legal aid fund?

3.1. In general DCDMS would not consider it appropriate to remunerate
defence teams for any of the foiiowing type of tasks e,g.:

,"

. Social/pastora! care of the client, including speaking to relatives on
personal rather than case related issues.
Secretarial and administrative work e.g. typing, making appointments,
settiilg up biiliilg systems photocopying, filing, indexing, etc.
'Ne wou!a not consider it reasonable for counsel to charge for any time
spem i:h DC0rw'~S staff ;n order to justify their claims at a face-to-face
rT'eeting or with CMS Staff Nor would we consider it reasonable for
::",""se: or any '! ie' .be;-:f the defence team to charge for collating or
;:;:..G:~g a"y iLiIhe,:,:;;::er information in support of their claim for

.

.

-~-
. 'vVe wOu:a no! ccns;aer ;: reasonabie for counsel to charge for time

spent crafting a jUSTifiCationof ids/her fees for the consideration of any
appeals proceeoings

Only in exceptional circumstances would we consider payment of the
following:

. Legal Research - Most of the Legal Aid systems in the world would not
normally pay for research into case law as it is considered that
CQunsel should keep themselves informed of current developments in
the law as part on their ongoing professional training (compare the
example ofa doctor who has to keep him/herself abreast of all the
latest medical developments). However, -in exceptional circumstances,
it is reasonable to pay if the Counsel can demonstrate that the
research done is into a very new area of law or an area of law in which
the lawyers do not hold themselves out as conversant in. The
underlying principle used is that Counsel is expected to be fully

3



conversant with the substantive and procedural International Criminal
Law used in the Ad Hoc Tribunals. In so far as expense is made in
adding to or replenishing this -stQckin trade --knowledge,,~tis. an
overhead expense and not something which can be charged to either a
privately paying client or to a legal aid fund. Counsel are expected to
know the law in the field they hold themselves out as being an
expert. Only where research was required into an area of the law
which was so far beyond the usual ambit of the crime alleged, would
we consider making payment for legal research.

. Sorting files, indexing of information etc. Although on the face of it
appears to be strictly administrative and non-claimable, in
exceptionally large cases where large quantities of material is
disclosed, it is not always organized in a way that can be used by the
defence, or indexed/paginated. This is not the case in ICTR. However,
if DCDMS' Staff are convinced that it will help with the preparation of
the case and save time later, they would consider it reasonable to pay
a Legal Assistant to put the papers in a useable order for the defence
team. The amount of time to be agreed wouid be dependant upon the
volume of material.

4. Is the task necessary?

4 :.'/hen making an assessment of fees to be paid, DCDMS should always
:;uest:::!"' ..'inet,;e'" :'"'e task is necessary for the preparation of the defence
case, The interviewing of potential defence witnesses is an area where
:::"5 principle is pamcularly !mportant to remember. Points to note here
~-~.,",' --

~ ~::':... ':::1; ~~;s ;:;a:-:;:~;a:-:.'::.-:essassist the defence case?
'vVhat area of the prosecution case will this witness statement seek to.

bring into doubt?
. Have a number of other witness statements already been taken from

other potentia! defence witnesses who deal with the same points and
issues?

. What is the number of Prosecution witnesses compared to the number
of potential Defence witnesses already met and interviewed by the
Defence team. Additionally, it is important to ascertain as well the likely
number of Defence Witnesses-that may actually be called to testify.

5. Timing of the task --- - --

. - -.-...

5.1. It is important to remember that some tasks are necessary to the case but
should not be completed until at a later stage. Commencing work at too
early a stage in proceedings may lead to unnecessary duplication as it is
likely that the work will have to be performed again at a later date if there

.-
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are significant changes to the Prosecution case. Equally in very long
cases such as those in the ICTR, although some re-reading and

,.~... ,",.mfreshingof tbememory will be required, if work has been done 100early
it may lead to a huge amount of work having to be duplicated during or
close to the trial stage. Specific examples to look out for are:

5.1.1. Viewing unused material - Unused material is defined as material
which the Prosecution have chosen not to rely upon but have a duty
to disclose. This material should not be viewed until the primary
prosecution disclosure has been received and read. The client should
also begin giving instructions on the prosecution case. It is only at this
stage that the defence team can know what will be of relevance in
any of the unused material.

5.1,2, Taking a client's instructions - In principle Counsel should minimise
taking instructions until they have seen the full extent of the case
against their client. This avoids the obviously difficult situation of the
client changing their instructions as new documents become
available from the Prosecution. This also prevents duplication of effori
and going over the same material again and again with the client.

5. i .3. Preparing for cross-examination - Counsel should not begin this
task until shortly before the trial or indeed shortly before that witness
is about to be called. If Counsel proposes to commence this task
e3~"e' The~e must be a very compelling reason. In assessing the
reasonaDle time to be paid for preparation of cross examination,
DCDMS Staff take into consideration the total hours already
:ernJne~ated for the preparation of each witness.

:: "A O""'ef,.,~ ;:c,,: T': note on the timing of the task is when the work is
actuaiiy carried OL1t The generalprinciple is that it is acceptedthat
Counse!wiH often "\lorkon cases at weekends or unusual times of the
day and night during particularly intensive periods within a case.
DCDMS Staff would not reduce a claim for work conducted on a
Sunday for example where that work appeared to have been
reasonably undertaken for example when the trial is going on.
DCDMS Staff would however give overall consideration to the total
number of hours being claimed for the same period taking into
account breaks and the possibility that the Counsel I1')jghtalso be
conducting work in their national jurisdiction during the same period.
Whereas, for cases which are at the pre-trial stage, work that.:is
performed on a Sunday, and sustained intensive work that is
performed while the date for the commencement of the trial is not yet
known would not be remunerated.

.
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6. Which member of the defence team should carry out the work?

6.1. Wewisf::1.toernpbasizethe fact that DCDMS has no intention of deciding
which team member should perform which tasks. However, Lead counsel
must be able to justify the need for him/her to conduct work that is not of
a serious or complex nature. Generally, DCDMS would accept that the
lead counsel who is the first responsible of the Defence Team is the most
suitable member of the defence team to deal with the client on matters
going to the heart of the case. However, given the size of cases at ICTR
and the volume of material which will need to be discussed with the client,
we would expect to see some division of labour certainly between Lead
and Co-Counsel in relation to which aspects of the evidence each of them
covers with their client.

J

6.2. With more peripheral issues such as reading and summary of
jurisprudence, summary of witness statements, DCDMS would expect
them to be very persuasive if she/he intends to conduct work which could
easily be delegated to Co-Counselor a more junior member of the
defence team such as an Legal Assistant or and investigator.

7. Tasks and hours

7.1. When assessing a claim submitted by the defence team and deciding on
the number of hours in \Nhich it would be reascnab;e fer [he task to be
conducted DCDMS would t

' ake int£") ('"'nn:;:"";.:::.r;::;,;,-,,.., .i-;.:::. f/'"".;:,,,,,,-,,'n,', .;::;,-',-.r:;:, .. ' ", ~-- -~ ~ ~ - - . - - - d = - --- -
e.g.

: Is the task necessary?
. Is the work being conducted at the apC":c~a!e '.:;me?
. Is the appropriatemeinber of the defer.ce ~ea0 pe;-7v~ ;;-;9 ;:,,6 ;:~so.;:-;:
. The volume of paper.vork the task involves

7.2.The following provides a startin~ point only for determining the
reasonableness of hours and moves up and down from these starting
points depending on the nature of the material provided e.g.

7.2.1. Witness Statements and transcripts of interviews - There is a
starting point of 2 minutes a pag'e for statements and transcripts
which are to be used as evidence by the prosecution. .The two
minutes a page should be sufficient time to allow for reading and
analysis of the documents and produce a brief summary of the pages
or to annotate the notes as s/he reads. Factors that are likely to justify
an increase from 2 minutes a page include the situation where the
defence team members proposes to not only read and summarize the
statements or transcripts of interviews but also to produce a
chronology and schedules. DCDMS would need to be satisfied that

6



any summaries or chronologies produced would be useful to the
defence team. For example, they may be produced to assist Counsel
laterAn the proceedings.,,,as,.amearlS,.of,quickreference or they may
be used to speed up the taking of instructions from the client.
DCDMS might also move up from 2 minutes per page if witness
statements made reference to a large number of exhibits and it
became necessary to constantly cross refer between the two
documents. Factors that may reduce the time include very
straightforward work such as no comment interviews and statements
where only few exhibits are produced.

)

7.2.2. Exhibits - The general starting point for exhibits is 1 minute a
page, but again this multiple may go up or down. Factors that will
increase the time will include complex data that needs to be
examined and the need for cross-referencing to other material. In
multiple defendant cases, it may also be reasonable for the Legal
Assistant to skim through exhibits which are not relevant to their client
e.g. DCDMS allows 15 seconds per page, to ensure that there is
nothing of relevance in them. Before making the assessment of a
reasonable allowance for the consideration of exhibits, it is worthwhile
for DCDMS to consider a sample of this material and question what
work would need to be done in relation to the exhibited material.

7 2 ~ Da,'ri es /D ,;;,i/\/ S r-ht::>rluIQC; - ::><::;'" .!:::'n. t,"!Q,r:Q,r:::>: .~, ,;,--iQ :::> S t:::>rt
'
I
'

ng pOI
'

nt. .v. " I "'''J' v,'v"",.."v,-, ,""v '"" . v. J ~V, .v. '"'" :::,v,,,",,v '-' ,"'.

for perusal of schedules weLle ce 2 minutes/page T,.,iScan go up
or down though and each case should be considered on its merits.
Discussion should t;;ke :.'3:2 '.'i:i-, the Lead COiJnsel 0' one of his
team members as to Ire e.e c': ce:ai contained N'th~ ~'e schedule,
what inronT1ation Ihe Defe-:c2 Team Member oroccses te eXT"actfrom
the SChe'Ju!e. jf a oe:a.e-: an3'Ys~s c" :'::s type:"' ~3:ena; :s to be
conducted. DCDMS would consider 't reasonable fer it te be carried
out by a more junior member of the defence tearn ,'lith some
guidance and supervision by leading counsel.

7.2.4. Unused material - In very large cases, there can be hundreds of
thousands of pages of material which the prosecution have chosen
not to rely on but which they still have a duty to disclose to the
defence. Generally, DCDMS would agree to a period used for the

3:perusal of unused material at around 0.5 minutes per page as a
starting point depending on whether the documents are being
skimmed for relevancy or wher-e it- is found that the material is
relevant to the defence .case..wewOblLdgo up to 1 minute per page.
Although there may be thousands of pages of unused material, it is
unlikely that more than 10-15% of it would be relevant to the defence
case.
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7.2.5. Listening to tapes and cross-referencing with transcripts - as a
general rule DCDMS would allow 1.5 - 2 mins for every minute of
tape time asa starting point... IhiscaUow's..tirlle.wfDb.stoppingcand
rewinding the tape at relevant points and noting any discrepancies.
This is negotiable though and will depend on factors such as whether
a no comment interview was made (reduce time down) or if there are
a large number of discrepancies between the tape and the transcript
(likely to need bit more time to note). Factors such as language and
translation may also playa part in reaching agreement over
reasonable hours.> . ~

7.2.6. Coordination meetings - During the trial stage 5 hours per week
would be allowed as starting point for coordination meetings between
the Defence Team members.

7.2.7. Attending a meeting with the client at UNDF. DCDMS Staff start by
considering the amount of material upon which instructions are to be
taken. Once counsel has started to read the papers for him/herself,
they should be able to provide DCDiv1S Staff with an estimation of the
volume of material which is to be covered with the client. In addition,
they may also be able to provide information in relation to the
relevancy of that material to their client's case. Consideration should
also be given to the amount of time which has been spent in total in
conference with the ::)ieii~ cy aii defence ~eam members before
accepting that hours ccrducec ,n 3 reee'1t::3;""-' are reasonable. As
a very rough ruie of Thumb an aiiowance of 1 minute per page of
evidence should be s~F-:;ent tme 'n which to see the client and take

instructions on ree'iS,..,: c,:),::...,..,..,en:sHowever. t;.."ss only a veri
rough ind1cator of a 8cssit::;ie reasonable aiLJ\Nan:-e and the total
anowanee couid De a-:-::-e:e.: DY a ,.,c..i"Tc-e:-'J" fac:cr-s

-

7.2.7.1. The use of interpreters is iikeiy to double ~he amount of time
required to meet with the client and take instructions.

7.2.7.2. Client may be reluctant to co-operate fully with his/her
defence team and may not want to address matters put before
him/her by his/her lawyers. ..

7.2.7.3. Time might be taken initially to build up trust between client
and defence team members thus resulting in delays in focussing
on the key material indhe case. It should be noted that such
time, if not excessive, should be viewed as an investment which
may produce time savingslater::;:-c' ,:.~:. .C .. ..

7.2.7.4. Client may have learning-difficulties which.could slowdown
the process of taking instructions.

7.3.lt is the DCDMS view that if the Lead Counselor his team has spent a
significant amount of time going through material with the client, this adds

.. . 8



to his/her own understanding of the papers and reinforces his/her
knowledge of the detail of the case. In addition to any reading time

"cC""""'-"H,,-".aJ!o~we.dJnjliall¥Jorcounsel to read the papers, they have also spent time
going through this material in detail with their Client. This should be
considered during the later stages of the case if and when counsel
request time for refreshing their memory of the case papers.

7.4..Also DCDMS takes into consideration the fact that the client has a set of
the statements, transcripts and exhibits to read in his/her own time,

"thereby reducing the conference time with the defence team. It is
expected that the client is prepared to answer questions and has an
understanding of the case against him/her before meeting with Counsel.

,~

)

7.5. Instructing experts - The defence team may need to give the expert a
large amount of detail in order for the expert to properly draft a report and
give their professional opinion. In the first instance, DCDMS would agree
up to 3 hours as a starting point for counsel to locate a number of
potential experts within the field who might be appropriate to instruct as
an expert in this particular instance. This would generally invQlve
searching through professional directories to locate potential experts and
discuss their availability and suitability to conduct the work.

7.5.1. in relation to time spent drafting instructions for the expert, this will
depend very rruch:r. the ie/ei cf detaH entailed and the amount of
documentatior the exoe"N:!' need to consider. It would be
reasonabie for leading counsel to draft such instructions but DCDMS
wou!d expB'~ =--a~ :.; tr:e instructions '.vere to contain detailed

enclosures s:...:~ 3S :>-:secut;o:,; matena: t~:et~Te spent collating this
for indusion ,;, Ine :rsIr-wetfons shoJia be ::aid at the lower rate of
Legal i\SS;S:3": ie'" ~O;fS 1""9": =>ec:.r-sce~e: reasonable for the
drafting of detai!ed instructions to ar expert ,t., verj rough rule of
thumb would be that DCDrv1S Staff liOiji,j expect each page of written
material to take in the region of 20 minutes to draft. Therefore, if
instructions to an expert amounted to 30 pages of drafted material by
counsel plus enclosures, DCDMS Staff would expect something in
the region of 10 hours to be reasonable for such work. Clearly this
allowance would be affected if the drafting was not being done in the
person's first language.

...
7.5.2. DCDMS Staff would not accept that it is necessary40r counsel to

meet with the expert for a significant amount of time. Written
.instructions:..shouldbe sufficient to relate all the relevant information
to the expert for his/her opinion. DCDMS Staff would allow two
meetings with the expert, one to discuss the expert opinion being
sought and another meeting once the report has been produced in
order to assist with the interpretation and understanding of the report

9
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produced by the expert. This should not be necessaryin all cases
and it should be notedthat the expert is paid to produce a report
which"gives.h!s/herpr-ofessional-opinJon on the facts presented
to him/her. The expert is not paid to produce a report which
simply states what Counsel wants him/her to state.

8. Taking and drafting defence witness statements

f \
, J

8.1.As a rule of thumb, DCDMS Staff would expect to see 1 page produced
for every % hour of interview time, and for it to take 20 minutes to produce
1 written page of documentation. This is something which is taken into
consideration when assessing claims for taking witness statements,
drafting them following the meeting or drafting documents generally. If
DCDMS Staff are allowed to obtain a redacted copy of the documents
produced, the length of them may give them an indication as to whether
the time taken was reasonable. Within this allowance for drafting DCDMS
Staff are prepared to move up from this starting point, if for example, the
document makes many references to other sources of material, footnotes,
enclosures etc,

9. Counsel's trial preparation

Counsel wiil usuaiiy start to increase the amount of work on a case shortly before
t he C'"'mmen '"'eme nt ",f +;...,~ +r;-' r!!~nL1C: c:+~~ ',".'" , .!.-i '~ons

'

lder f
'
lrst of all the stage, v '''''' "' v, ,..e::; 'lid.. 1"_"-".''-' ,-"do' HVU'U '" , ,

at which this is proposed I:; :;e do"e jt sh'::u': be CO'l9 fairly close to the start of
trial when the Prosecution and Defence cases are fully known, so as to avoid
Counsel having te ,.: '.'sit e '; ofQss-examin2tion preparation or needing to
refresh his,her mer--c:: ::fc"e:'"'e star: of triaL ?,:s exp::ted that the preparation
for cross examinaro" s~o!.1:d, here possio;e De ,ji-,,<dedbet'Neen Lead and Co-
cou:;se! so that both :o;.;;-:se; 3:e ;;0: vep2;;;;g :0 :;-:55 exam me each and every
witness. Lead Counse: shou:d foc:~s0:-:~he ;T!o~e:Gpoftant witnesses.

'\ 10. Attending Court

10,1. During the trial, DCDMS Staff would only consider it appropriate for
Lead Counsel, Co-Counsel and the Legal Assistant to attend court
sessions unless there were compelling reasons otherwise.

10.2, "f)uring the pre-trial stage DCDMS Staff will only allow the presence
of -one -eounset:w-ith the Legal -Assistant.:for hearings of preliminary
notions if any-,--and for pre-tr4al--eonferenees.For status conferences
during the pre-trial stage, DCDMS Staff will only allow the presence of
one Counsel.

10



1a.3.lf counsel has not been in attendance and needs to read the daily
transcript from court, we would accept that 2 minutes per page would be

~-..,,,..,.> ""-~-"""~=~~'...'.c_~areasonable allowance for this. If cOlmsel bas,,,besllin,,.,attEill.dao,Gfitand,
needs to read a specific transcript, DCDMS would allow one hour as a
starting point for the reading of the transcript.

11.Drafting of motions/briefs

For this task DCDMS Staff take into consideration inter al.iacc-tbE?,Homplexity of
the issue at stake, the size of the number of team members involved in the
drafting of motion/brief.

12. Prospecting and localization of Potential Defence Witnesses

\
)

The limited resources of the Legal Aid Programme make it impossible for
DCDMS to allow fishing missions to locate defence witnesses. DCDMS Staff
expect from Counsel to have reliable information in relation to the localization of
potential witnesses before undertaking a mission.

13. Duplication

DCDMS Staff will carefully avoid payment for work which is merely a duplication
of work already undertaken This means

13.1. work WhiCh nas Deer underTaKen at an earlier stage of the case
which \-viii !r-;evitabi]' need to be fe-done at a later stage in order to update
the POSLe'"' 3~: ~e.;.esn the ~emo:i of ri-;e Defence Team Member.

13 2. \vo::<. whicn :s dJcLcated ber.veer: a!~erent defence team members
e g. ;ea:'~~ a~::: a~a':'s'~~ ~e S2,:'e :::'::;K, document or witness
statement

)
14. Witness statements, transcripts and exhibits

dO.' Not all members of the defence team need to read these,. Reading of the core
Prosecution papers should be limited to counsel, except where counsel agrees
that the material might not be relevant and instead of him/her reading all of it,
he/she instructs his Legal Assistant to scan through the material to check for
relevant. If it is argued that a Legal Assistant or investigator needs to read

- '0 ::: substantial parts of the prosecution papers..:yvhic.1'.bpay:ce-alre~~,-dybeen read b¥
_h ~"_ocounsel, this should be questioned. It sh()ul.9 .~eJ?gssibl~_f()rl}J()r~j~.mi°L.

",--- members of the defence team to be directed to only those sections of the papers"
which it is necessary for them to read for the preparation of discreet areas of their
work.

11
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